
GOLDEN GARRY

118

Hook - Salar Double Gold

Tag - Gold Oval

Rib - Gold Oval

Body - Gold Lite Brite

Wing - Sunburst ArcticFox

            Gold  Angel Hair

            Red Arctic Fox

Hackle - Yellow Badger Cock

               Blue Badger Cock

Eyes - Jungle Cock

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to the

point tying in a length of Oval Gold.  Wind the Oval 4 turns backwards to

form a tag, take the Oval between the 2 hooks and pull back towards

the head. Wind the thread to the head trapping in the Oval. Pull the Oval

back between the hooks trapping in this length of Oval, it will be the rib

in a minute.

Dub the thread with Gold Lite Brite and wind the thread to the head

forming the body. Rib the body with the Oval in neat turns, tie in and trim

off. Use your Velcro brush, or a dubbing needle, to pick out the Lite

Brite and make a straggly body. Trim any extra long bits.

Prepare a small bunch of Sunburst ArcticFox and tie in so that it is

about twice the hook length. Trim the waste at a taper and bind in

tightly.

Tie in 8 strands of Gold Angel Hair the same length as the Fox.

Prepare a small bunch of Red ArcticFox and tie in so that it is about

twice as long as the hook.  Trim the waste at a taper and bind in tightly.

Prepare a Yellow Badger cock hackle and tie in by the tip, double and

wind 3 turns and tie in. Prepare a Kingfisher Blue Badger cock hackle

and tie in by the tip, double and wind 3 turns, tie in and trim off the

waste.

Prepare and tie in a pair of Jungle Cock eyes, pull back the waste

stalks, bind in tightly and trim the waste. Tie in a length of fine Pearl

mylar and form a neat head. Apply a thin coat of superglue and wind the

mylar over the head. Apply superglue to 5mm of the thread and take 2

turns to tie in the mylar. Trim off the waste. Coat the head with superglue

and when dry apply a coat of nail varnish.




